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Letter toTHE TRADE

W

OW – WHAT A COLD START
to the year! Congratulations
on surviving Tucson’s coldest
winter in 6 years. As we (happily) roll
into warmer months, we’ve got lots of
new things going on here at Finley.
I’m excited to share that we have
signed a new 3-year agreement with
the University of Arizona and Coors
Light. As an official corporate sponsor
of Arizona Athletics we will continue
to bring you customized programming
you can’t get anywhere else. Be
on the lookout for season-specific,
co-branded point of sale featuring our
Arizona Wildcats.
In February we also welcomed new
local supplier Sentinel Peak to the
Finley family. We are proud to be a
locally owned business, and couldn’t
be happier to have Sentinel Peak as a partner. Find out more about their
year‑round beers in the New Products section of this issue.

Don’t miss out; talk to your
Finley Route Manager about the wide
variety of options available to you.
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Sentinel Peak isn’t Finley’s only new addition. Coming soon we will be offering
kombucha – with and without alcohol. The fermented tea drink isn’t new by any
means, but it has experienced a surge in popularity recently due to its perceived
health benefits. We’re working on bringing you a few options of both regular and
“hard” kombucha flavors, and will have more information for you soon.

The Beer Guy������������������� 25

The demand for kombucha and other “better for you” beverages is still strong,
driven in large part by hard seltzers. We’re now in year 2 of the seltzer craze and
it’s not showing any signs of slowing down. This could be the biggest year yet for
seltzer sales. Don’t miss out; talk to your Finley Route Manager about the wide
variety of options available to you.
As always, Finley is grateful for your continued partnership. Cheers!
Cheers,

Dennis Shields
President

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Find Out More About Finley’s Employees
Miman Zekic
Sales Route Manager

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I have been here almost
4 years now.
What parts of town do you service? I have the majority of the east side,
including Vail and Corona de Tucson.
How do you provide the best customer service? Providing excellent
customer service is top priority in every business. Mine is to have an open
line of communication, gain trust in every account, and leave with friendships
lasting years to come.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? In my younger
days I enjoyed plenty of Miller Lite. Nowadays I enjoy a wide variety, with
Dragoon being my “go-to”.
What do you do when you’re not working? All my time not working is spent
with my family and doing stuff around the house.
Tell us a little about your family. My amazing wife Sherie, my two boys Aidan
and Alijah and our two dogs Shylo and Cali take all my time. I wouldn’t have it
any other way.

Chuck Janoski
Delivery Supervisor

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I will begin my 30th year
in June.
What parts of town do you service? I’m really in all areas of town, but
mainly north side and out-of-town routes.
How do you provide the best customer service? Clearly the most important
part of delivery is service. You have to be positive when you leave an account
that you have done everything possible to make your customer happy. If there’s
the slightest doubt in your mind you should ask questions and make sure all is
good. A cheerful greeting and a smile on your face goes a long way.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? Anyone who
knows me knows I’m a Miller Lite drinker. It’s been my beer of choice for 30 years.
What do you do when you’re not working? When not working I enjoy going
to and/or watching sports. Baseball and football are my favorites. I also enjoy
watching my son Jason’s volleyball games.
Tell us a little about your family. I have been with my better half, Barbie,
for almost 15 years and we share 6 wonderful children and 3 Grandchildren

(soon to be 4 coming in July 2019).
Amanda is the oldest, followed by
Allison, Chuck Jr., Kaitie, William, and
Jason. Being a Grandpa to Charlii,
Luna and Ricky has been one of
the most rewarding experiences of
my life.

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.30
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CoverSTORY
Premier Portfolio

W

ITH BRANDS LIKE CORONA, MODELO AND PACIFICO
growing year after year, Constellation continues to
dominate the high-end beer segment. And its latest
innovation, Corona Premier, is already the 10th best-selling beer
in the category.

Billed as a “smooth, perfectly balanced
lager with only 90 calories and 2.6g carbs”,
Constellation maintains there is still a ton
of runway for Premier. In keeping with their
ambitious rollout, Constellation recently
introduced Premier draught, which will
present new opportunities for consumers to
enjoy this light beer alternative on-premise.
Premier draught will capitalize on the
brand’s strong momentum, as well as
create healthy incremental volume at retail.
As a brand that’s differentiated by its low
carb and low-calorie profile, Corona Premier
continues to target mature, sophisticated
consumers and it’s the premium choice for
health-conscious drinkers.

High-End Means High Profits
While at first glance beer sales have remained mostly flat during the last
few years, a closer look reveals that the high-end has been on fire – so
much so that experts are predicting that all category growth in beer over
the next three years will come from high-end segments. Imports, FMBs
and ciders, all of which make up the segment, are offsetting declines in
“mainstream” and low-end segments. Constellation’s portfolio of brands
accounts for over 50% of the high-end segment’s growth, all on its
own. As consumers continue to “trade up”, Constellation gives drinkers
choices that best fit their lifestyles. And for 2019, Constellation has even
more products coming through the pipeline to extend its winning streak.

Corona Premier
Corona and Corona Light continue to drive Constellation’s
success, but last year’s launch of Corona Premier had the
beer industry buzzing. Believe it or not, Corona Premier is
now the 10th best-selling brand in the high-end segment – an
incredible achievement for a brand that’s not even
a year old. It’s also the #1 high-end share gainer
with almost 75% of its volume being sourced
from outside the Constellation portfolio. It’s been
a strong start for Corona’s first major innovation
in over 25 years. Perhaps most surprising is
that Corona Premier’s growth has thus far not
cannibalized Corona Light’s success. Some
markets even saw Corona Light grow in 2018, a
sign that the future is bright for both brands.
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Refreshing Innovation
New from Constellation this year is Corona
Refresca, a premium spiked refresher
that “brings the tropics of Mexico to you!”
Available in Passionfruit Lime and Guava
Lime flavors, these new malt beverages
(not to be confused with hard seltzers) are
sessionable at 4.5% ABV and boast crisp,
natural flavors that are never too sweet.
In limited test markets, Refresca has been
exceeding expectations, especially in the
retail chain space.
Capitalizing on their momentum
in the chelada segment, Modelo
Chelada has expanded once more
by launching Modelo Chelada
Limón y Sal. This authentic take
on a Mexican tradition is made with
beer and the refreshing flavors of
natural lime and salt. It’s the first
lime-forward, non-tomato-based
chelada in the US market.

CoverSTORY
Corona Premier
Modelo Tops 100 Million Cases –
Is Pacifico Next?
To put it plainly, in recent years, Modelo
has exploded in popularity. Over the last five
years, it has become the #1 growth family
in the beer category and recently topped
100 million cases sold in 2018. And
Constellation’s aspirations for this brand
remain high. With a new emphasis on
media spending, especially through sports
and venue sponsorships, Constellation
foresees growing awareness and continued
success with Modelo’s consumer base.
Constellation is looking to apply Modelo’s
winning strategy to make Pacifico the next
100 million case brand. Last year marked
the first time Constellation advertised
Pacifico nationwide and the investment
paid off. In new advertising markets Pacifico
grew nearly 20%, making it a top 4 growth
brand, with significant runway still ahead.
In 2019, Constellation will further increase
its media investment behind Pacifico and
launch new liquid & package innovations
(including 15-pack cans in select test
markets) to reach new consumers. So don’t
be surprised if you see Pacifico quickly
become the next big national beer brand.
With last year’s successful growth
and an aggressive strategy for 2019,
Constellation’s industry-leading, high‑end
products are prepared to continue to
achieve new heights.

It’s less than a year old, but Corona Premier is
already one of the hottest products at retail.
•P
 remier is the #10 brand in the high-end
segment.*
• It’s the #1 high-end share gainer.
•B
 est of all, 75% of its volume is sourced
outside the Constellation portfolio,
which means there’s been little to no
cannibalization of Corona Light.
•C
 orona Premier is now available on
draught, capitalizing on the brand’s
strong momentum and creating a
high-end opportunity in the
on-premise.
This smooth,
perfectly
balanced lager is
only 90 calories
with 2.6g carbs.
It’s a beer for
health-conscious
consumers who
are looking for a
high-end product
that’s a light beer
alternative.

*High-end brands are those that retail for $25 per case,
or more
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.30
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Heineken 0.0
“During a meeting? After a workout?
Before driving? Have a beer. Seriously,
now you can.”
So goes the mission statement of
Heineken 0.0 – the world’s best tasting
beer brewed without alcohol.
Already a major hit in the UK, Russia &
Spain, we sat down with a few members
of Heineken’s brand team: Ashley Phelps,
Santiago Murphy and Michelle Sauer to learn
more about this innovative product, taking the
beer world by storm!
1. H
 eineken 0.0 was inspired by consumers’
rising interest in wellness and moderation.
“We wanted to provide a great tasting brew
Heineken Brand Team: Santiago Murphy, Lorenda Alward, Meredith Kiss, Rob Ryder, Ashleigh Phelps,
that is in lock-step with the rising cultural
Michelle Sauer and Raul Lopez
trends around living a balanced lifestyle.
Heineken 0.0 empowers people who want
that balance, without giving up occasions
0 Alcohol.
that call for a beer. It’s a zero-alcohol option
with zero trade-offs.”
0 Trade-offs.
2. W
 e love beer! And sometimes you want to enjoy a refreshing brew,
but not the alcohol. Heineken calls these “non-beer moments”, a new
opportunity for consumers. “Heineken 0.0 opens up new possibilities.
This zero-judgment beer allows consumers to do more.”
3. O
 ver 30% of adults don’t drink alcohol. Heineken 0.0 provides an
opportunity for retailers to specifically target these customers.
4. T he taste profile of Heineken 0.0 can’t be beat! Especially for those
who love beer. “Heineken 0.0 is not a replacement, but an addition to
a beer lover’s portfolio. It tastes exactly like a classic Heineken.”
5. D
 eveloping the best tasting, non-alcoholic beer was no small feat.
“Removing alcohol from regular 5% Heineken would have been easy,
but it wouldn’t deliver the best tasting non-alcoholic beer. We wanted
to push the boundaries, so we gave our Master Brewers a blank sheet
of paper and challenged them to brew a perfectly balanced, nonalcoholic lager from scratch.”
6. L ike original Heineken, Heineken 0.0 is made with all-natural
ingredients. “0.0 is double brewed with natural ingredients, which
are the same as the ones used to make Heineken (water, barley
malt, hop extract and Heineken A-yeast). We gently remove the
alcohol with vacuum distillation and blend the brew to perfection with
natural flavors.”
7. H
 eineken 0.0 aims to be the go-to option without alcohol on the
menu, creating the perfect opportunity to up-sell to consumers, who
usually stick to water at on-premise accounts.
8. E
 xpect to see tons of marketing support throughout the year – over
$50 million worth to be exact. “The Now You Can campaign positions
Heineken 0.0 as a cool, non-alcoholic choice for all moments and
social occasions.”
4
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Heineken 0.0 sales increase
when placed in the beer section,
not the non-alcoholic section.
“Keeping Heineken 0.0 next
to the original, encourages
consumers to also pick up a
Heineken 0.0.” And it stays
fresh on the shelf for over
a year!

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Villa’s Market

V

ILLA’S MARKET, LOCATED IN NOGALES, ARIZONA, HAS A LONG
and rich history as a family-owned and operated business
spanning three generations. Known for having the fastest checkout
line in town, this beloved grocery store provides a welcome alternative
to chain supermarkets in the area. Heady Times sits down with manager
Oscar Villa to find out why Villa’s Market inspires such a fierce sense of
loyalty in its customers.
Heady Times (HT): Can you tell me the history of Villa’s Market?
Oscar Villa (OV): My grandfather started Villa’s Market in ’68 and it
was really a mom and pop store. My aunts were cashiers and my dad
and my uncle were the butchers and managers. Those were pretty much
the only employees at the time. Unfortunately, the original store did
close in 1988, but then my father reopened the grocery store in 2000.
Before the store reopened we were still in the grocery business, mostly
doing wholesale to the other grocery stores. Right now we still have the
wholesale business plus two grocery store locations here in Nogales.
HT: Why did you decide to join the family business?
OV: I wasn’t originally planning on it. I graduated college with a degree in
Accounting and was playing arena football at the time. In the off season
I started working here with my father and my brother and ended up really
loving it. After that, I knew I didn’t really want to do anything else. There
are so many things to do from buying, to pricing, account work, and
managing. There’s never a boring day.
HT: With an average of 1,200 customers a day per location, how
do you stay on top of customer service?
OV: We hire great managers, and training is huge. My uncle, Omar, is
in charge of human resources; he does an excellent job of training the
employees as soon as they come in and explaining how we want them
to treat our customers. Customer service is all about going above and
beyond and listening to a customer’s needs. If a customer comes in and
they want me to bring in a specific product for them, we usually have it
here by the following week. We have a more personalized service here so
customers can get what they ask for.

HT: What sets Villa’s Market apart from
the competition?
OV: Speed. If you go to Walmart, they don’t
have enough checkout lanes open and you
end up waiting in line forever. Even though
we’re a small store and we only have five
checkout lanes, usually all five are open.
We’re efficient when serving our customers
and that’s a big source of pride for us.
Villa’s Market has 3 locations in Nogales,
Arizona. Find out more online at
www.villasmarket.com.

HT: How do you stay up-to-date on beer trends?
OV: I rely heavily on my Finley reps to keep me in the loop on what I
should try or bring in. Mexican imports are our top sellers, but we are
trying to diversify our options and carry more craft beer. We’re trying to
cater to everyone, but our number one seller by far is Tecate Light.
HT: Do you think being a family-owned business gives Villa’s
Market an advantage?
OV: Sometimes, from a pricing standpoint, it can
be hard to compete with the big box stores, but
we do get a lot of support because we are local.
We really try to provide our customers with that
neighborhood-store atmosphere. We treat our
employees like family and, in turn, we want our
employees to treat our customers as family. We
want our customers to feel at home when they
come into our store.
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.30
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Trident III

W

ITH THREE THRIVING LOCATIONS AND A NEWLY OPENED PIZZA
Pub, Trident Grill has cemented itself as a powerhouse of the
Tucson food and beer scene. Trident’s seamless blend of east
coast flavors and southwest culture have proven a fan favorite for nearly
two decades. Heady Times sits down with restaurant partner Jason
Machamer to discuss Trident III and the company’s recent foray into the
world of pizza.
Heady Times (HT): What’s the story behind Trident Grill?
Jason Machamer (JM): Nelson Miller started Trident Grill in 2001. He
would come out here frequently for special training ops for the Navy
Seals; basically he just fell in love with Arizona and decided he wanted to
open a bar out here. Now almost two decades later we’ve expanded to
three Trident Grill locations and our brand new Pizza Pub.
HT: Why was this particular location chosen for Trident III?
JM: We needed to take our concept a little more to the east side. With
the fantastic military following that we have, being so close to the base
is obviously a plus. We did a couple of modifications when we moved in
and really put our own stamp on the place.
HT: Is the goal to make all three locations the same across the
board, or does each space have its own distinct personality?
JM: From a food and service standpoint, we obviously try to be the
best we can be across the board. From an aesthetic standpoint, there’s
always going to be little differences here and there; each location is
going to have its own distinct personality. We have people that say,
“Oh, Trident I is my favorite,” and then you walk in here and see this is
nothing like Trident I. I think each location has their pros and cons.
HT: What kind of atmosphere are you looking to create for your
customers at Trident III?
JM: We like energy. We want our customers to walk in to smiling faces
and good music. Energy is our thing. I think that’s what sets us apart
from a lot of other bars in town. Here, you sit at the bar and you can
have a two-hour conversation with a 21-year-old, sitting next to a
60-year-old doctor, sitting next to a 40-year-old pilot. We have a really
good blend of regulars and a customer base that really supports us.
HT: Speaking of customer support, what kind of response has
Trident Pizza Pub been getting from the public so far?
JM: It’s been fantastic. We went through about seven different dough
recipes, ten sauce recipes, and did a lot of testing before we opened.
There was a lot of trial and error and learning how to use that wood-fired
oven. We got very lucky and were able to hire some amazing people that
really know pizza. The customer response so far has been great.
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HT: Why a Pizza Pub?
JM: Who doesn’t like pizza? When we
heard Grimaldi’s was closing down we knew
immediately we wanted to bring pizza back
to the area, but we have a lot of other
menu options (different appetizers, salads,
desserts). We also expanded the draft beer
options to cultivate a beer list that will set
Trident Pizza Pub apart from the Trident
Grill locations. Obviously you have to have
the staples, but we also like to try different
styles of beers and different rotators. The
goal is to separate the Pizza Pub from
Trident Grill a bit. If you want fantastic fish
and chips or huge burgers, go to Trident.
If you want a pizza, come see me at the
Pizza Pub.
Trident III is located at 250 South Craycroft
Road, Suite 140, and is open SundayThursday 11:00am-12:00am, and FridaySaturday, 11:00am-2:00am

NewPRODUCTS
Cape Line Sparkling Cocktails
Cape Line Sparkling Cocktails are set to make a
splash this spring by keeping things simple with a
variety pack containing three bold flavors: Blackberry
Mojito, Margarita and Hard Strawberry Lemonade.
These refreshing sparkling cocktails contain just
six ingredients, no artificial flavors and only 120
calories, making them irresistible to consumers who
seek big flavor without the added calories of leading
malt beverages. ABV: 4.5% Package: Cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Saint Archer Gold
Brewed in the tradition of a Helles lager using Noble
hops, Saint Archer Gold is golden in color, lightbodied and finishes dry. The beer is crisp and easy
drinking, but with a slightly stronger flavor profile than
competitors in the ultra-light segment. The beer, at
95 calories and 2.6 grams of carbohydrates per
12-ounce serving, is a low-calorie, low-carbohydrate
beer that will appeal to both craft drinkers who
want a more sessionable option without leaving craft, and
drinkers who are interested in craft but still want lower carbs
and calories. ABV: 4.2% Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft
Availability: Now, year‑round

Coors Light Aluminum Cups
Coors Light is bringing transformative
refreshment to the on-premise, literally, with new
thermochromatic aluminum cups that change
color to reveal the signature blue mountains
when Coors Light is poured in, showing drinkers
their Coors Light has reached peak refreshment.
These cups will educate consumers about the cold
brewing process and cold package technology, while being
a great giveaway that drinkers will want to share with their
friends. Availability: Year‑round, beginning in May

Newcastle Brown Ale Relaunch
Heineken USA is proud to announce the relaunch of
Newcastle Brown Ale, now brewed by Lagunitas Brewing
Company in Petaluma, CA and Chicago, IL. This new
brew celebrates the “Altogether Uncommon” by bringing
together a unique blend of pale and roasted malts with
American hops. The new liquid is brewed with American
Centennial and Chinook hops, fermented
using Lagunitas’ English house
ale yeast. The medium-colored
brown ale is smooth, crisp and
slightly roasty, with a delicious
hoppy twist. Not too sweet;
not too bitter. ABV: 4.7%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Now, year-round

Ballast Point Western Standard
Inspired by beer that was served at preprohibition saloons, Western Standard,
a High West endeavor, is a modern
sessionable barrel-aged lager blended
with beer aged in High West bourbon
barrels. ABV: 5.2% Package: Bottles
only Availability: Now, year‑round

Ballast Point
Raspberry Sour Wench
Inspired by a classic Berliner Weisse, Ballast Point
brewed their Wench with a bigger punch. This
beer is teeming with fresh Oregon raspberries,
creating lusty flavors and aromas, with a rich
red hue. She’s an approachable yet puckeringly
sour sweetheart, paired with a solid malt
backbone – perfect for everyday refreshing
flavor. ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Pura Still

Huss Arizona Light Lager

Pura Still is the first spiked still water that doesn’t
need bubbles to keep things interesting. Made with
a splash of coconut water and a hint of fruit flavor,
Pura Still has 90 calories and 1 gram of cane sugar.
Available in 3 delicious flavors: Blackberry, Mango and
Mandarin Orange. ABV: 4.5% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Local beer done light and at a super premium price –
a light, crushable beer is finally born in Arizona! This
distinct 110-calorie light lager provides a domestic
taste with a refined craft quality. This Arizona brewed
12-pack is line priced with nationally
renowned super premium
brands. Enjoy this flavorful,
LOCAL light beer with friends
and family! ABV: 4.0%
Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: Year‑round
beginning in April

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.30
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NewPRODUCTS
New to Finley:
Western Son Vodka

Western Son Piney Woods
Blueberry Vodka

Finley Distributing is proud to welcome a new
line of vodka to Arizona. In early 2011, Western
Son Distillery carefully constructed its North
Texas distillery. Western Son Vodka is based on
quality, not quantity, and produces only the finest
small-batch, hand-crafted products. With
a simple passion to make the best vodka
possible, they currently have 8 different
gluten‑free vodkas.

Savor a decadent blueberry cobbler taste with
hints of ripe blackberries and raspberries that
give a sweet and flavorful luscious finish.
ABV: 30.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Western Son Texas Vodka
Column distilled and crafted from 100%
American yellow corn, resulting in an extremely
well balanced and smooth, gluten-free vodka.
ABV: 30.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Western Son Big Stripe
Watermelon Vodka
Bursting flavor of semi-sweet strawberry and
vine ripened melon give a long flavorful finish
with subtle, sweet berry tones. ABV: 30.0%
Package: Bottles only Availability: Now,
year‑round

Western Son Gulf Coast
Lime Vodka
Delight in the aroma of fresh lime zest
followed by the juicy flavor of succulent
citrus that is the perfect balance
of sweet and tart. ABV: 30.0%
Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Western Son Hill Country
Peach Vodka
Enjoy sweet peach marmalade and honey
aromas as they tantalize the tongue like
a peach sorbet with enough body and
sweetness for a silky finish. ABV: 30.0%
Package: Bottles only Availability: Now,
year‑round

8
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Western Son Ruby Red
Grapefruit Vodka
Crisp, freshly picked ruby red grapefruit. A
sweet and juicy taste with a touch of
acidity. Refreshing with a delicious citrus
finish. ABV: 30.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Western Son South Plains
Cucumber Vodka
Deliciously fresh and cool notes on the palate
with compliments of light melon give a soothing
finish of mild rind and harvested vegetation.
ABV: 30.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Western Son South Texas
Prickly Pear Vodka
Juicy and lush freshly picked cactus fruit that
finishes semi-sweet and lightly tart with teases
of wild strawberry, kiwi, and melon.
ABV: 30.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Seagram’s Escapes –
New Packaging!
Seagram’s Escapes is a premium line of
malt beverages, available in a colorful
variety of refreshing flavors. The new
packaging design prominently features
the beach and dials up the flavor, enticing
consumers to enjoy and escape. ABV: 3.2%
Package: Bottles only Availability: Now, year‑round

Seagram’s Escapes
Peach Bellini
Inspired by Real Housewives of Atlanta star
Cynthia Bailey’s home state, Peach Bellini
is made with real Georgia-grown peaches.
This new flavor will be replacing Peach Fuzzy
Navel in Seagram’s Escapes year‑round
lineup. ABV: 3.2% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

NewPRODUCTS
Montucky Cold Snacks
Officially, Montucky Cold Snacks
is a lager with a subtle lemon
base. Their mission is to inspire
others to live life to the fullest
and give back to communities,
all while providing the most
refreshing beer on the planet.
ABV: 4.1% Package: Cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

New to Finley: Sentinel Peak
Brewing Company
Founded by a group of local
firefighters, Sentinel Peak is
a Tucson brewery providing
a constant variety of
exceptional, hand-crafted
beers. Finley is proud
to welcome Sentinel
Peak to the family.

Sentinel Peak
Heatwave Hefeweizen
Heatwave Hefeweizen uses a tried and
true ratio of pilsner and wheat grains (a
portion grown locally in Marana, AZ),
Noble hops, and German hefeweizen yeast
to get the distinct snap of banana and
clove that you would expect from a great brew
of this style. Served young while yeast remains
in suspension, this beer is cloudy, crisp, and
satisfying. ABV: 5.1% Package: Draft only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Sentinel Peak
1811 Desert Blonde
Slightly hoppier than a traditional blonde,
1811 embraces its desert roots and gives
a familiar flavor experience with just a little
edge. Not too bitter and incredibly crisp, 1811
is a casual hanging-out-with-your-friends kind
of beer that everyone at the table can enjoy. ABV: 5.2%
Package: Draft only Availability: Now, year‑round

Sentinel Peak
Salida Del Sol Amber

Sentinel Peak Icebreak IPA

A Mexican-style Vienna, the Salida del
Sol Amber was inspired by that moment
when the harried bustle of the day melts
into the relaxing stillness of a desert
evening. In the mid-19th century, German
brewers immigrating to Mexico brought
along with them their time-honored
recipes and techniques. By incorporating
local ingredients, the traditional European
flavors were transformed into something entirely
new and wonderful. Salida del Sol follows in this
grand tradition of smooth, spicy beers. ABV: 5.2%
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: Now,
year‑round

Mural 12-Ounce Cans

Sentinel Peak Dewpoint Dunkel
Inspired by a warren of basement bars in Wurzburg,
Germany, the Dewpoint Dunkel won a gold medal from
the 2012 Music City Brew Off in Nashville, Tennessee.
Medium bodied with a rich flavor and color, Dewpoint
will surprise even the most skeptical with its drinkability.
Hints of roasted chocolate satisfy dark beer lovers and
win over those who prefer lighter styles. ABV: 5.7%
Package: Draft only Availability: Now,
year‑round

Icebreak IPA offers a burst of flavor that lingers just
enough to keep you sitting and sipping. Complete with
enough IPA bitterness and floral aroma to satisfy a true
hop head, Icebreak IPA is still approachable for those
not quite ready to join the hop-crazy crowds. ABV: 6.3%
Package: Draft only Availability: Now, year‑round

Mural Agua Fresca Cerveza is brewed with
watermelon, lime, agave and hibiscus.
Brewed in collaboration with New Belgium
and Mexico’s premier craft brewery,
Cerveceria Primus, Mural is infused with real
fruit, has just 110 calories, less than 1 gram
of sugar, and is bubbly, light, refreshing and
delicious. ABV: 4.0% Package: Cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round!

VooDoo Ranger Imperial
12-Ounce and 19.2-Ounce Cans
A rare blend of choice hops creates
an explosion of fresh cut pine and
citrus flavors for a complex, rich
and delicious finish – now available
in two new packages! ABV: 9.0%
Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: Now, year‑round
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.30
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NewPRODUCTS
Smirnoff Ice Slim Cans

New To Finley: Anchor Brewing

Your favorite Smirnoff Ice flavors will soon be
available in 12-ounce slim cans 2/12 packs!
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in June

Anchor is America’s first and oldest craft brewery,
with roots dating back to the California gold rush.
Today, their beers are handmade from an all-malt
mash in a traditional copper brewhouse. Their
process combines the time-honored art of classical
craft brewing with carefully applied, state-of-theart modern methods.

Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling
Seltzer Variety Pack
The Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling 2/12
Variety Pack includes: Cranberry
Lime, Berry Lemonade, Raspberry
Rosé and new Piña Colada.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling Seltzer
4 Ways to Rosé Variety Pack
Enjoy delicious, crisp seltzer, now in a mix pack with four
different rosé flavors! The Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling Seltzer
4 Ways to Rosé variety includes:
Raspberry Rosé, Pink Apple
Rosé, Strawberry Rosé and
White Peach Rosé. ABV: 4.5%
Availability: Now, year‑round

Left Hand Flamingo Dreams Nitro
Super smooth and refreshing, Flamingo
Dreams Nitro has a subtle zing from berry
notes and a striking pink color. You stand
out in a crowd and only need one leg to find
balance. You’re not afraid to get your feet
wet and you don’t give a flock what others
think. You’re ready for pink beer. Flamingo
Dreams is a refreshing change from the
ordinary with a berry burst, frisky zing, and a
nitro glide that’ll bring out your vibrant side. Join the flock
and let’s flamingle. ABV: 4.7% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Anderson Valley Brut Extra Dry IPA
A style truly born of Californian
roots, Anderson Valley’s
Brut Extra Dry IPA has a very
aromatic nose thanks to
ample additions of Simcoe
and Amarillo hops. Brewed
and fermented with almost no
residual sugars, a generous
amount of Chinook hops imparts clean, citrus flavors with
a moderately low bitterness. As “Brut” is the sparkling
wine designation for being very dry, this IPA’s main
attraction is the nice, dry finish that is perfectly balanced
by fruity esters and a crisp malt backbone. ABV: 6.8%
Package: Cans only Availability: Now, year‑round
10 HeadyTimes v.30 www.finleybeer.com

Anchor Steam
Anchor Steam owes its deep amber
color, thick, creamy head, and rich,
distinctive flavor to a historic
brewing process like none other: a
blend of pale and caramel malts,
fermentation with lager yeast
at warmer ale temperatures in
shallow open-air fermenters, and
gentle carbonation in cellars through
an all-natural process called kräusening. ABV: 4.9%
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft Availability: Now,
year‑round

Anchor California Lager
Made in San Francisco with two-row
California barley, Cluster hops,
and Anchor’s own lager yeast,
this all-malt brew is kräusened
and lagered in cellars. Its golden
color, distinctive aroma, creamy
head, balanced depth of flavor, and
smooth finish make Anchor California
Lager a delicious celebration of California’s unique craft
brewing heritage. ABV: 4.9% Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: Now, year‑round

Anchor Liberty Ale
The champagne-like bubbles,
distinctive hop bouquet, and
balanced character of Liberty Ale
revives centuries-old ale brewing
traditions. First introduced in
1975, Liberty Ale is brewed
strictly according to traditional
craft brewing methods, and uses only
natural ingredients — pale malted barley, fresh wholecone Cascade hops, a special top-fermenting yeast,
and water. The yeast used during fermentation produces
many of Liberty Ale’s subtle flavors and characteristics.
A natural process called “bunging” creates gentle
carbonation, and the practice of dry hopping creates its
unique aroma. ABV: 5.9% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Now, year‑round

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all they can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Sam Summer Ale has a new look and is now
lighter and brighter! Golden, hazy and thirstquenching, this citrus wheat ale was brewed
for the modern-day beer drinker. Given the
shift to more refreshing, sessionable beers
in the category, the recipe was reformulated
to better align with trending consumer
tastes. ABV: 5.3% Packages: Bottles, Cans
and Draft Availability: April

Samuel Adams
Summer Variety Pack
The Sam Summer 2/12 bottle variety
includes: Sam ’76, Summer Ale,
Boston Lager and Porch Rocker.
Availability: April

White Claw PURE Hard Seltzer
Aimed at the vodka soda drinker, White
Claw PURE spiked sparkling water has an
exceptionally clean aroma, with a crisp
soda water taste and no fermented offnotes. Available for a limited lime, PURE
goes down super smooth, with no lingering
aftertaste. ABV: 5.0% Package: Cans only
Availability: April

Mike’s Hard Watermelon
Lemonade
Mike’s Hard Watermelon Lemonade is made
with freshly picked watermelons, providing
an amazing taste. Dark pink in color with
a ripe melon aroma, Hard Watermelon is
an amazingly refreshing blend of ripe, juicy
watermelon and tart lemonade. ABV: 5.0%
Package: Bottles only Availability: May

Guinness Smiling Pint Cans
This spring, look for limited-edition
Guinness Gilroy smiling pint cans!
Guinness is introducing its firstever summer special edition can
celebrating the famous Gilroy ad
campaigns of the 1930s and ’50s to
drive sales and delight consumers!
Availability: April

Dragoon Sarcosuchus
Hailing from the Early Cretaceous
and weighing in just under 10%
ABV, this beer is a ferocious beast
of an Imperial IPA. Sarcosuchus is
named after the legendary Supercroc
– the undisputed champion of all
hypothetical animal battles (e.g.
Supercroc vs. Unicorn) – and, like its
namesake, it is perfectly capable of ripping your palate
(and quite possibly your brain) to shreds. ABV: 9.7%
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: May

Dragoon Monsooner
This pale, crisp, Dortmunder-style
lager is a contemporary recreation
of a classic style. It is made simply
from German Pilsner, Vienna and Chit
malt—with liberal doses of German
Magnum, Perle, and Mandarina
Bavaria hops. The flavor is well
balanced between sweet, bready malt and bright herbal
hop character. ABV: 5.7% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: June

New Belgium
Passion Fruit Kölsch
This refreshing Kölsch-style ale is brewed with passion
fruit and ready for your next escape. Inspired by tropical
punch, this refresher will leave you digging through
the cooler for your
next. ABV: 4.3%
Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: April

VooDoo Ranger Jucifer
A devilishly juicy hazy IPA with papaya and
mango notes. ABV: 7.7% Packages: Cans
and Draft Availability: May
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Lagunitas Lagur
This light and crispy lager is full of some
super-special Loral 291 hops, giving it a
floral and herbal zing. Perfect wherever
beer goes, whenever beer goes. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: Now!

Lagunitas Citrusinensis
Lagunitas took some fresh Sanguinello blood
oranges, juiced ’em, concentrated that juice
(without heat) and threw it into a wheatier
version of their Dogtown Pale Ale. The end
result? A refreshingly hopped, pale-ish ale
with a huge citrus burst! ABV: 7.5%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: April

Lagunitas Equinox
This creamy, pale oat ale is hopped with
a huge charge of Equinox and Simcoe
hops for a piney, eucalyptus, cedary,
sprucy, foresty blast. First brewed in
1995… brewed today in a time of change.
ABV: 8.6% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: April

Firestone Walker Luponic
Distortion No. 13
From the mind of Brewmaster Matt
Brynildson, Luponic Distortion is an everevolving mix of experimental hops, designed
to deliver mind-blowing flavors that break
the rules with each new release. The
13th installment in this series has hints
of piña colada, Key lime and nectarine.
ABV: 5.9% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: April

Saint Archer Razzleberry Gose
Crisp, fruity esters play alongside the salinity
from Himalayan pink salt and the spice from
ground coriander. With Pilsner and wheat
malts as a backbone, Saint Archer allows
the use of Lactobacillus to really shine
through, providing you with an easy-to-drink,
refreshing tart ale. The blend of raspberry
and blackberry puree, known as razzleberry,
provides a complex taste of berry sweetness
and brightness, balancing the tart front end. ABV: 4.0%
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: April

Lagunitas The Waldos’
Special Ale

Anderson Valley
Framboise Rose Gose

Waldos’ is herbaceous, botanical, dank and
resinous. Word. ABV: 11.3% Packages: Bottles
and Draft Availability: Limited quantities in April

By adding rose hips to the boil
and fresh raspberry puree at
the end of fermentation, this
kettle-soured beer is a mélange
of flavors and aromas. With a
light ruby hue, subtle raspberry
fruit notes greet the nose and
fall soft on the palate; tangy,
hibiscus-like flavors mingle with the salty tartness
of gose to create a uniquely complex and refreshing
drinking experience. ABV: 4.2% Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: April

Lagunitas
Born Again Yesterday
The Lagunitas brewers are part time
alchemists... they’ve figured out how to keep
wet hops wet all freakin’ year long! Born
Again Yesterday is a pale ale, which features
a delicious concoction of wet hops, reborn
and unfiltered. ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles
and Draft Availability: May

Huss Raspberry Wheat
A throwback American wheat beer
brewed with natural raspberry
puree that creates a light and crisp
summer brew! Tart with a subtle
berry finish, the perfect summer
treat! ABV: 5.1% Package: Draft
Only Availability: May
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Anderson Valley
Briney Melon Gose
Born from Anderson Valley’s
passion for experimentation,
Briney Melon Gose boasts a
thirst-quenching tartness that
is perfectly balanced by subtle
watermelon flavors and aromas.
Gentle additions of sea salt create a refreshing harmony
between the acidity and fruity sweetness leading to a
clean, dry finish. ABV: 4.2% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: April

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Dogfish Head Dragons & YumYums

Shiner Cerveza de Verano

Dogfish’s off-centered music collaboration with
The Flaming Lips is back! Offering an explosion of
fruit in every sip, this intensely tropical, yet subtly
bitter pale ale is brewed with a combination of
dragon fruit, yumberry, passionfruit, pear juice
and black carrot juice. After learning about the
rare ingredients selected for the beer, The Flaming
Lips front man Wayne Coyne was inspired to write
an original song about the beer, making this the
first beer with its own theme song! ABV: 6.5%
Packages: Bottles and Draft Availability: April

Cerveza de Verano, the beer of summer, is a refreshing,
Mexican-style lager brewed with agave for a subtly
sweet and earthy flavor that’s sure to leave you wanting
more. For added excitement, bottles with different
colored labels will be mixed in every case! ABV: 4.5%
Packages: Bottles and Cans Availability: May

Dogfish Head Slightly Mighty
A lo-cal IPA that is slight in calories and carbs with
mighty hop flavor, Slightly Mighty has all the flavor
and tropical aromas of a world class IPA with only 95
calories, 3.6g carbs, 1g protein and 0g fat. Brewed
with a touch of monk fruit that delivers body and
complexity without adding any calories or carbs, this lightbodied beer is crisp and offers a balanced hop profile.
ABV: 4.0% Package: Cans only Availability: April

Dogfish Head SuperEIGHT
SuperEIGHT is a super-refreshing, sessionable
sour brewed with eight super fruits – prickly pear,
mango, boysenberry, blackberry, raspberry, elderberry
and kiwi juices, a touch of red quinoa and an
ample amount of Hawaiian sea salt. These unique
ingredients give this beer a vibrant red color, delicious
flavors of berries and watermelon and a slightly tart yet
refreshing finish. ABV: 5.3% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: April

Dogfish Head World Wide Stout
Rare and often rumored about in the darkest corners
of the beer community, World Wide Stout is dark,
rich, roasty and complex. Brewed with a ridiculous
amount of barley, this multifaceted brew clocks in
at 15-20% ABV, making it a great candidate for
aging! ABV: 15-20% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Limited quantities in May

Dogfish Head OffCentered Activity Box
Built for folks on-the-go, DFH’s waterresistant, Off-Centered Activity Box
doubles as a cooler… just open, add
ice and you’re set! This year’s 2/12 pack can variety
includes: SuperEIGHT, a super gose with a bevy of heroic
fruits; Slightly Mighty, a lo-cal IPA that’s light in calories
and carbs, with a mighty hop flavor; SeaQuench Ale, a
thirst-quenching session sour, and Namaste White, a
highly sessionable white ale. Availability: May

Shiner Sea Salt & Lime
This lightly hopped lager is a blend
of wheat and 2-row malt, which
provides a soft, clean malt bill to
accentuate the lime peels and
Mediterranean Sea salt, which
are added in the brewhouse
to fully infuse the flavors.
ABV: 4.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: May

Bell’s Hopsolution
A remarkably drinkable Double IPA
that pays tribute to one of Mother
Nature’s finest creations, as
several hop varietals combine for
massive aromas of tropical fruit,
citrus and pine. A mild caramel
malt character and dry finish
provide balance. ABV: 8.0% Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: May

Bell’s Pooltime Ale
Pooltime Ale is a refreshing
Belgian-inspired Wheat Ale
with light clove notes. The
truly distinguishing feature is
the use of 100% Montmorency tart cherries grown in
the Traverse City region of Michigan. These cherries
add a subtle tartness and bright counterpoint to the
other flavors, enhancing Pooltime’s fruity character and
making it the perfect beer for all summer activities.
ABV: 5.0% Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: May
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Available Year-Round PERFECT FOR THE SEASON
Coors Light

Twisted Tea Original

When the desert heats up, nothing
beats The World’s Most Refreshing
Beer. Coors Light is cold-lagered for a
crisp, clean taste, cold-filtered for a
brilliant, bright appearance and coldpackaged at the peak of freshness.
The result is Rocky Mountain cold
refreshment – a rewarding beer
that leaves people revitalized and
inspired, ready for the next challenge.
ABV: 4.2% Packages: Bottles, Cans
and Draft

Fans love Twisted Tea Original’s true iced
tea taste. For a refreshing and smooth
taste, brewers use select tea and natural
lemon flavor. It’s delicious. It’s a little
twisted. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles
and Cans

805

Schofferhofer Grapefruit

A light, refreshing blonde ale created for the laid back
California lifestyle. Subtle malt sweetness is balanced
by a touch of hops creating
a versatile beer with a
clean finish. ABV: 4.7%
Packages: Bottles, Cans
and Draft

The world’s first Hefeweizen (wheat beer) grapefruit
beer. Best served cold, it’s the perfect
casual brew to cool you off during
the summer, but it can be enjoyed
all year round any time of the day.
It’s a true 50/50 blend of
total refreshment made
from 50% Schofferhofer
Hefeweizen blended
with 50% carbonated
juice of 100% natural
ingredients. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: Bottles, Cans
and Draft

Mike’s Hard Lemonade
A hard day calls for a hard lemonade, a
well-known mixture of lemonade flavor
and an unflavored hard liquor base.
ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles and Cans

Lagunitas Daytime IPA
At 4% ABV and only 98 calories, DayTime IPA
represents everything Lagunitas knows about making
hop-forward beer, expressed in a sotto voice. ABV: 4.0%
Package: Cans only

Corona
On a hot day enjoy this evenkeeled cerveza with fruity
honey aromas and a touch
of malt. The flavor is
crisp, clean and well
balanced between hops
and malt, a superior
taste profile from superior
ingredients. ABV: 4.6%
Packages: Bottles, Cans
and Draft
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Programs

Coors Banquet
Protect Our West
Nothing dominated the news this past
fall like the tragic wild fires out west,
reminding us of the sacrifices that our
firefighters make to protect us from
the unpredictable forces of nature.
That’s why Banquet is proud to
partner with the Wildland Firefighter
Foundation (WFF) to run the Protect
Our West program for a fifth year.
Each purchase of Coors Banquet, both
on- and off-premise, will help support
the WFF. To date, Coors Banquet has
donated over $1MM to the organization,
and they hope to bump up that
number this year. Point of sale tools,
both in stores and at bars, will put the
partnership front and center, while online
videos in partnership with Uproxx will
drive education, traffic and donations.

Coors Light
Summer Refreshment
Coors Light is teaming up with YETI
to deliver ice-cold refreshment to
every summer occasion. Whether
you’re spending a day by the shore,
setting up a backyard barbecue or
enjoying an extended happy hour,
the World’s Most Refreshing Beer
is here to help you make the most
of every day – from sun up to sun
down. From May 1st – July 31st,
consumers can enter for a chance
to win their own Coors Light + YETI
gear, including Tundras, Hoppers and
Colsters. Promotional details can be
found on featured point of sale and
at coorslightsummer.com.

Keystone
Supports the Troops
This summer, Keystone Light is
taking their Americana program
to the next level by partnering
with the USO – supporting our
troops with a donation for every
pack sold. This is also the first
time ever that the USO has
allowed a beer company to
use their marks. Now Keystone
drinkers will truly show their
American pride by directly
supporting the troops with every
pack they buy.

Redd’s Wicked
Roulette Spin to Win
When shoppers reach for Redd’s
Wicked in C-stores, they’ll be able
to become the prime contestant in
Redd’s Wicked game show, Wicked
Roulette. Shoppers will have the
chance to instantly win prizes that
will enhance their night, like Uber
credits, Xbox Live subscriptions or
StubHub credits. Shoppers will buy
two Wicked Ales and text the code
or enter a URL to be thrown into
the Wicked Roulette experience and
spin the wheel for a chance to win.
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Programs

Peroni
Summer Birra
This year, Peroni
invites drinkers to
summer beautifully.
Showing up in style,
point of sale displays
will make Peroni the
clear choice for
elevated summer
outdoor occasions.
Because when
you’re the most
stylish beer you
can’t show up any
other way.

Henry’s Hard
Sparkling Water Gets
Drinkers into Shape

Leinie Fridays: An
Adult Permission Slip
to Summer Fun

When consumers said they were,
“looking for better-for-you options”,
Henry’s Hard Sparkling Water
listened. Because with lower calories
and sugar, compared to other hard
sparkling waters, Henry’s is the
better-for-you-brand.

Adulting is hard. We all long for the
days when a simple permission slip
got us out of our duties. Which is
why Leinie Fridays were created for
summer—an adult permission slip
that dismisses drinkers from work to
head to the bar and enjoy a Summer
Shandy. But Leinie Friday is so much
more than just an excuse to duck
out early. It’s a full-on experience,
offering an array of games and
entertainment to keep drinkers at the
bar longer and coming back Friday
after Friday, all summer long.

Henry’s set out to offer value beyond
purchase for drinkers to better
themselves by partnering with SHAPE
magazine to give away a one-year
subscription with purchase of Henry’s
Hard Sparkling Water.

Sol Does Cinco Right
Sol recognizes there’s so much more to Cinco de
Mayo than sombreros, nachos and faux mustaches
that flood on-premise celebrations and in-store
point of sale. Sol celebrates Cinco the right way.
That’s why Sol is shining a light on Mexican
culture, cuisine and art this year, giving drinkers
a true taste of Cinco de Mayo through in-store
displays that cross-merchandise with authentic
Mexican food and liquor brands. This experience
will transcend to the on-premise as well, with
decorations and giveaways, making Sol a beer that
drinkers will want to raise this Cinco.
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Programs

Corona de Mayo
As the start of summer gets closer, Corona Extra,
Corona Premier and Corona Light are ready to Cinco!
With the promotional period running April 1st through
May 5th, Cinco de Mayo falls the day after the
Kentucky Derby, allowing consumers to celebrate all
weekend long as Corona is the official import beer of
the 145th Kentucky Derby.
Corona won Cinco in 2018, with plans to repeat its
success in 2019. Last year, millennials voted Corona
the number one beer that best represents Cinco, and
Corona was number one in claimed consumption
and purchase among this group. Corona was the
number one most talked about beer on social media
during Cinco de Mayo 2018, with 81% of posts that
mentioned beer and Cinco specifically listing Corona.
Available in both the on- and off-premise, Corona
Extra is the number one import brand off-premise, and
Corona Light is the number one light import brand also
in the off-premise. More households are buying Corona
than any other Mexican import and their spend is
outpacing the category. Of the 75% of consumers that
celebrate Cinco, 86% drank beer during the holiday. In
the on-premise, Corona makes up about 50% of the
Mexican import category during Cinco, and in 2018,
was the number one growth beer, growing across cans
and bottles. Ready, set, Cinco with Corona!

Celebrate Cinco with
Casa Modelo
Modelo is bringing the fiesta to consumers for Cinco de
Mayo 2019. Modelo is staying true to Mexican culture
and decorating on- and off-premise accounts with point of
sale featuring Puebla-inspired mosaics. Modelo is inviting
consumers to celebrate Mexico with all new point of sale,
paid social media support and various digital integrations.
Modelo is driving over 50% of Mexican import growth,
with 69% of consumers drinking more premium beers on
Cinco. Making up over 1/3 of the Mexican import category,
Modelo has 37% of the dollar share in the off-premise. In
the on-premise, Modelo is number two in terms of velocity
and is the number one fastest growing draft brand.
This year, celebrate Cinco the more authentic way, with
Casa Modelo!

Corona Premier Becomes
Proud Supporter of U.S. Open
Corona Premier is excited to announce a multi-year partnership with the U.S. Open
of golf. The brand’s functional benefits and sophisticated positioning lend itself to
golf, a sport that’s a natural fit in the Premier drinker’s lifestyle.
Highlights of the partnership include a three-year sponsorship for the 2019
tournament in Pebble Beach, CA, 2020 at Winged Foot Golf Club in Mamaroneck,
NY and 2021 at Torrey Pines Golf Course in San Diego, CA. Corona Premier also
gets promotional rights to use the U.S. Open logo at retail, on-site presence,
pouring and hospitality and exposure on U.S. Open digital and social media.
Consumers can also enter for a chance to win a trip to the American Century
Championship (ACC) or instantly win a custom Corona Premier + TravisMathew
apparel prize package. Get ready to hit the links with Corona Premier!
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Programs
Take it to Vegas with
Mike’s HARDER
Mike’s HARDER is handing out an
all-access pass to the ultimate Vegas
experience for three lucky consumers!
From driving bulldozers to sipping
cocktails on the world’s tallest Ferris
wheel, there’s no telling where you’ll
end up when you take it to the next.
Throughout the
trip, HARDER will
ask participants if
they want to “take
it to the next.”
When accepted,
a driver will pick
them up from
their location
and take them
to one of several
unexpected
experiences.

Mike’s is making flying fun
again, spreading smiles across
the nation by giving away free
flights for a year! Throughout April
and May, consumers will text
MIKESINFLIGHT to 55678 for a
chance to win free flights for year!
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White Claw will be one of the sponsors at this year’s Kentucky Derby!
This sponsorship will include a national tour footprint in centerfield,
a full-page ad in the race program and a 30-second commercial in
the Road to the Kentucky Derby show. White Claw will also conduct
a national text-to-win sweeps in March and April in which one
lucky consumer will win two reserved box seats in the 100-level
clubhouse at the Kentucky Oaks and Kentucky Derby (May 3-4) with
transportation and lodging included.

Programs
Guinness Extra Stout: Bold Flavor for
Moments Worth Savoring
Guinness wants consumers to know that Guinness Extra Stout is the beer
of choice for better beer drinkers. The rich history, tradition and culinary
versatility of Guinness Extra Stout appeals to a wide variety of consumers!
Check out the bold point of sale available in April.

Celebrate Summer
with Guinness
This spring, be on the lookout for point
of sale reminding consumers that
Guinness might be a dark beer, but not
a heavy one. At only 125 calories per
12-ounce serving, Guinness Draught
Stout has fewer calories than most IPAs.

Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling
Seltzer Peloton Bike Sweeps
Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling Seltzer wants to
give consumers a summer “fit for fun!” via
a text-to-win sweepstakes. Consumers will
text “FIT4FUN” to be entered for a chance
to win a Peloton indoor cycling bike or other
awesome, fit prizes from Smirnoff.

Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry
Supports iPads for Soldiers
Red, White & Berry will be
partnering with iPads for Soldiers,
donating $50,000 to support
troops across the country. iPads
for Soldiers aims to bring our
overseas soldiers closer to their
families and loved ones by
collecting donations to purchase
iPads for them.
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Programs
Try These New
Ways to Rosé

Escape to Paradise with the VooDoo Ranger
New Belgium has created free online games to engage consumers with the
VooDoo Ranger character. In one game, players can help the VooDoo Ranger
escape to paradise by collecting delicious hops and cans of Liquid Paradise. It’s
all available online at www.newbelgium.com/voodoo.

50% of drinkers want a healthier
alternative to rosé wine – lower
sugar, lower calorie and lower
ABV for sessionability. Rosé wine
has had a decade-long run of
growth, and similar success has
been seen with Angry Orchard
Rosé – the #1 better beer brand
launch of 2018. This spring
and summer, offer Truly Rosé
and Angry Orchard Rosé as
consumers’ all day rosé brands
of choice.

Turn Yourself
into a VooDoo
Ranger!
Consumers can now
transform themselves into
a VooDoo Ranger with a
special Snapcode! VooDoo
Ranger packaging and point
of sale will include special
snapcodes – consumers
open (or download)
Snapchat, scan the code,
and look at their device’s
screen to become a
VooDoo Ranger.

Twisted Tea: The Unofficial Sponsor
of the Country Music Tailgate
Twisted Tea is the perfect choice for social day drinking events,
tailgating for country concerts and hanging out with friends. Be
on the lookout for Twisted throughout the summer.
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805 Beer and Meat
Rebate
From April through September,
consumers can buy 805 and any
fresh or frozen meat and get $5
back in their PayPal account. All
they have to do is text in and upload
their receipt!

Firestone Walker Extends
Mail-In Rebate Offer
Originally set to end in January, Firestone Walker has extended their $4
mail-in rebate offer on all Firestone beers through June 30th!

805 Limited Edition
Pint Glass
Consumers text in and pay $4 by
credit card to get a limited edition
4-pack of 805 glassware only
available through this program, April
1st through September 30th.
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Programs
Heineken: Proud
Sponsor of MLS
Soccer season is here,
and there’s no better way
to watch the beautiful
game than with an ice-cold
Heineken. As the official
sponsor of MLS, Heineken
is ready to once again
dominate the field. With a
chance to win an exclusive
trip to the MLS All-Star
Game, consumers will score
big this season. The textto-win sweepstakes runs
through July 1st.

Celebrate Cinco
with Dos Equis
Cinco de Mayo isn’t a day,
it’s a mindset. It’s less
focused on traditions and
more about having fun and
celebrating. This year, make
sure you’re celebrating with
a Mexican beer that makes
you feel proud to Grab Cinco
by the Cervezas.
The program is supported
by festive point of sale for
Heineken USA’s Mexican
brands, as well as great
merchandise to support
on-premise in the market.
With their full portfolio of
Mexican beers, you have
everything you need to
celebrate this Cinco! The
program starts April 1st
and will continue the Cinco
feelings through May.
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Programs
Dogfish Head
Record Store Day
2019
Dogfish Head is an independent
craft brewery. Record Store Day
celebrates independent music. For
the 5th consecutive year, DFH is
uniting their indie-loving fans as
the Official Brewery Sponsor of
Record Store Day, April 13, 2019.
As the official sponsor, Dogfish
will be executing both on and offpremise activations throughout
March and April. Off-premise, you’ll
find psychedelic Record Store Day
displays featuring a slew of offcentered ales and Record Store
Day point of sale. On-premise,
they’ll be hosting a variety of
events across the nation and giving
away Record Store Day goodies at
each celebration. Program point
of sale includes digital signage,
official Record Store Day posters,
stickers, T-shirts and more.

Ballast Point
Summer of Sculpin
Ballast Point is dedicated to
making Sculpin the best quality
beer possible to ensure consumers
have a great experience every time.
So, this summer, the brewery is
asking fans to take that approach
to the way they craft their summer
– put the effort in to make it a
quality one. Because when you
do, the reward is much greater.
Upgrade your summer, make it the
Summer of Sculpin.

Moosehead Days of Summer
Spring is here, and with summer just around the corner, Moosehead Lager is ready
to celebrate the outdoors with a Lake House vacation giveaway! Moosehead fans can
enter to win one of three grand prizes by looking for specially marked 12-packs of
Moosehead Lager cans. Winners will be awarded a week’s stay at one of the fabulous
lakefront homes offered by the Moosehead Brewery.
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Programs
Tucson Speedway
Finley Distributing is proud to
sponsor another season of racing
at Tucson Speedway – Tucson’s
3/8-mile asphalt NASCAR home
track! This year’s Grand Opening
was March 9th and the season
continues through November.
Grab a cold Coors Light, Miller
Lite, Modelo Especial or 805
next time you’re at the races –
and ask how you can get in on
this season’s action!

Pima County Fair
Finley Distributing is proud to be a part of 2019 Pima County Fair, April
18-28 at the Pima County Fairgrounds. Whether you head out for the
food, rides, or maybe to catch a show, look for some of your favorite
Finley products. You’ll find Coors Light, Miller Lite, Corona, Dos Equis,
Mike’s Hard Lemonade – even a new Craft Beer Garden with Firestone
Walker, Dragoon and Sentinel Peak.

Dragoon Brewing Turns 7!
Local favorite Dragoon Brewing is celebrating their 7th anniversary this April! The
celebration will include a week’s worth of events at the taproom, and the 2019 release of
The Ocho Russian Imperial Stout. Happy Birthday, Dragoon!
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The BeerGUY
Flagship Beers
By Chuck Knoll
The three “Rs” are
what we are first
taught in school:
reading, writing
and arithmetic
– the basics.
Before learning
the complexities
of anything we must first learn
the basics, and we are frequently
exhorted to get back to the basics.
Craft beer is no different.

So what has happened? Is the
industry running amok with the
thought of producing the next big
thing? Must every beer consumer
consider themselves a Captain Ahab
in search of their own “white whale?”
Or is there room for everything
to peacefully co-exist…a balance
between flagship and specialties? I
would suggest the latter must be true
in order for craft beer to survive and
continue to flourish.

Most of the time the phrase implies
that some sort of problem has arisen
and getting back to the basics means
let’s start over and do it right. Clearly
that is not the case with the craft beer
industry. So why is it important now to
get back to the basics to re-learn, and
more importantly, understand, where
the industry came from? Fortunately,
but not surprisingly, I have an opinion.

The main reason for this is that
the hardcore beer geeks are not
responsible for the growth of craft
beer. A growth that, while declining,
is still one of the strongest in the
industry. Lest we ruffle any feathers,
the hardcore beer geeks should
get credit for being early adopters
and influencers of craft beer…and
certainly do their share to build a

at the bars and restaurants they
frequent, as well as the grocery
stores where they shop. These
are the people that are raising the
industry to new heights with their
discovery of craft beer.
It should come as no surprise, then,
that most people come to craft beer
through various flagship brands. Many
of these are brands that the beer
snob would look down on. I would be
willing to bet that the single biggest
transition or gateway beer is probably
Blue Moon. It is safe to say that
without Blue Moon, there would be
a lot less craft beer drinkers in the
world. If you took away brands like
New Belgium Fat Tire and Sam Adams
Boston Lager, that number would
drop even further. Of course you will
have some people who will make the
inevitable discovery of fuller flavored

Back to the basics it is.
This past February marked a new
“month” in the craft beer industry. It
was dubbed Flagship February. The
intent was to remind the consumer
of the importance of flagship beers,
not just the special releases and
innovation that comes and goes.
Special releases can run high in price
and there is a limit to how many
$10-$30 bottles of beer people
will purchase. Not everybody has
the bank account to support that
kind of habit for long. And for those
of you who think a brewery could
lower their prices if that was all they
were producing, I say…exactly the
opposite. Many of these breweries
are able to produce and sell their
specialty releases at, or even below,
break-even because of the success
of their flagship brands. If they had
to recoup all expenses in running a
brewery through the sales of limited
release beers, then beer costs would
probably double.

community’s craft culture. But the
real success of craft beer lies in the
conversion of new drinkers. Some
come from the American Premium
Lager camp, looking for bigger
flavors; while others come from the
wine drinking community, looking for
the flavors they already know but with
a little less alcohol or at a lower cost.
In fact, the craft beer industry gained
many wine consumers during the
Great Recession of 2008 (and 2009
and 2010…) when wine drinkers
realized that they could still get full
flavored beverages, but instead of
paying $12 per glass, they could do
it at $6 per glass just by switching
to beer. I think we all realize that the
first step to gaining a new, regular
consumer is getting them to try the
product. Craft beer is no different.
So are all these new consumers
out searching for Dark Lord or some
other exotic, hard to get beer? No,
they are reaching out to the flagship
brands…the brands they can find

beer without ever touching a flagship
brand, just as you will have some
brewers that will be successful without
brewing a flagship beer. However,
these are the exceptions, not the rule.
At the end of the day, we all get to
drink craft beer because people took
a risk and created a flagship brand
to back a company that was just
getting started. They needed a brand
that would sell well enough to create
the cash flow needed to build the
company, and maybe to experiment
with beers that had even more flavor.
New Belgium is the classic example
of this. Don’t think for one minute
that a brewery could create the kind
of system that produces La Folie and
the rest of the Lips of Faith series,
without first getting their feet under
them with Fat Tire.
So, back to the basics it is. Let’s
always keep them in mind when
thinking about great beer, lest we
lose them altogether.
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Blue Moon Dressed Up for Derby
Move over mint julips… this year’s Derby darling
is dressed with zest! Blue Moon is the official craft
beer sponsor of the 2019 Kentucky Derby. Whether
drinkers are heading down to the track or hosting
their own party at home, Blue Moon offers a twist on
the Kentucky Derby party tradition. Blue Moon will be
showing up in style in-store with point of sale tools
that help fuel Derby race season.
Blue Moon is bringing Derby flair to the on-premise
as well with branded merchandise including Derbythemed pocket squares, scarves, bowties, vests,
fascinators and table-top racing games.

Angry Orchard: The Official
Hard Cider Sponsor of the 145th
Kentucky Derby
As a proud sponsor of one of America’s oldest
sporting traditions, Angry Orchard has created several
exciting Angry Orchard Rosé cocktail recipes. Check
out angryorchard.com/cocktails for more delicious
cocktail recipes like the one below.
Rosé Julep
0.5 oz. Bourbon
0.5 oz. Creme de Cassis
0.5 oz. Simple Syrup
6-8 Mint Leaves
4-5 oz. Angry Orchard Rosé Cider

